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 "Cyber Security Policy and Crisis
Management" for the Transport
and Energy Sectors.

In the framework of the trainings that will be organized by
AKCESK for the period October-December 2023, in relation to
raising the capacities of critical and important information
infrastructures, on November 6 and 7, in cooperation with
Risi Albania, the training on the topic " Cyber Security Policies
and Crisis Management" for the Transport and Energy
Sectors was organized.

During this two-day training, presentations were made
regarding the legal framework, strategy, policies, the
necessary security measures that must be taken by
information infrastructures and the needs for cyber
governance. An important part of this training was also the
development of 2 Table Top Exercises for the management
of Cyber incidents and crises, industrial cyber threats that
include attacks on IT, OT and IoT systems, as well as the
simulation of a "Phishing" attack, where a developed
scenarios cases from Malware infections (malicious
programs) were analyzed. Cyber Drill was also organized
through the FISA.al platform, where concrete exercises on
the identification and management of cyber incidents were
conducted.

During the discussions, the importance of improving
coordination, cooperation and information exchange on the
analytical and reaction capacities of the subjects in the
Transport and Energy sectors regarding possible cyber
security incidents was emphasized.

 "Cyber Security Policy and Crisis Management" for the
Transport and Energy Sectors.
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Android - patching alert 
The Android security updates released this week resolve
37 vulnerabilities, including a critical information
disclosure bug.

The bug is tracked as CVE-2023-40113, impacts Android
versions 11, 12, 12L, and 13, and was addressed
alongside six other issues in the System component,
which are rated ‘high severity’.

There are no reports of these vulnerabilities being
exploited in malicious attacks.
Read more
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GitHub adds security measures with the help of
Artificial Intelligence

weekly bulletin
 6-10 november 2023

The GitHub platform has previewed three new AI-powered
features in GitHub Advanced Security.

Available to GitHub Enterprise Cloud and Enterprise Server
customers, Advanced Security provides a variety of features to
help maintain and improve code quality.

Read more

A hacker publishes the data of 35 million Linkedin
users

Public health services in Singapore have been
affected by DDoS attacks

Public health services in Singapore have been affected
by DDoS attacks

Synapxe, a health technology agency that oversees public
healthcare institutions in Singapore, announced that they had
been subject to a DDoS attacks.

The agency, which manages the operations of 46 public health
care facilities in Singapore, said there was no evidence that
public health services, patient data or internal IT networks
may have been compromised.

Read more
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A hacker publishes the data of 35 million Linkedin
users

A LinkedIn database, which holds the personal data of over 35
million users, was discovered by a hacker operating under the
pseudonym USDoD. The database was published on the
notorious cybercrime platform: "Breach Forum".

The published data mainly includes information available from
Linkedin profiles. Although the database contains millions of
email addresses, it is important to note that no passwords were
included in the breached data.

Read more
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